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Odenton Town Center Advisory Committee 

Western District Police Station 

8273 Telegraph Road, Odenton, MD 21113 

March 28, 2017 

Meeting Notes 

 

Members Present: Gordon Groven, Ed Keohane, Matthew Korbelak, Paulette McCree, Steve 

Randol 

Ex Officio Members: Mary Burkholder, Claire Louder  

Members Absent: Courtney Spangler, Kim Madore, Andrea Mansfield, Antonio Pimentel 

Visitors: James Knaack, Patricia Knaack, Gary Brent, Harry Sinclair, Bridget McConnell, Kathy 

Robertson, Sandra Deeds, Jason Schwier, Nancy Perillo, Ron Perillo, Roger White, Matt Bailey, 

Scott Lineberger, Bruce Drury, Scot Foster, Jeff Kayce, Michael Lenhart, Sherri Billheimer, 

Melissa Reynolds 

 

County Staff: Mike Fox, Lynn Miller, Mark Wildonger, Don Zeigler 

 

Administrative items: 

The meeting was called to order at 6:34pm. Mr. Randol chaired the meeting in Ms. Spangler’s 

absence. The agenda and minutes were approved as circulated. 

 

Developer presentation 1 – Dairy Queen Sign Modification: Gary Brent (MG Permits) 

Mr. Brent introduced the project as a pole sign replacement. The existing pole sign has been in 

place for 60 years and the owners want to keep the same look and style. They plan to update the 

sign with new branding as required by the franchise agreement. The proposed sign will be 

approximately 15% smaller. He stated they are specifically seeking a modification to Chapter 4, 

Section 8.2.11 which prohibits pole signs. 

 

Committee questions/comments: 

A majority of members voiced support for the modification request. 

 

Public questions/comments: 

None. 

 

Developer presentation 2 – MARC Station TOD Concept Plan: Jeff Kayce (Bozzuto 

Development Co.) and Scot Foster (BCT Architects) 

Mr. Kayce briefly introduced the Bozzuto Company and encouraged everyone to visit their 

properties, mainly their local Flats 170 project on MD 170 in Odenton as well as Monroe Street 

Market near The Catholic University of America. He explained how this transit-oriented 
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development (TOD) will be a catalyst for other parcels in the Odenton Town Center. For the past 

ten years, they have been working on the pre-planning, underwriting, and assembling a team of 

consultants like, BCT Architects. 

 

The TOD is located in the Core of the Odenton Town Center at the Odenton MARC train station, 

approximately 0.5 miles east of the intersection of MD 32 and MD 175. It will feature a mix of 

uses – including residential, retail, and restaurants, as well as a parking garage. There will be 

approximately 300 apartment units and approximately 20,000 square feet of retail and restaurant 

space. He explained the retail and restaurants will be cachet and support the residential. The 

public parking garage will have 1,088 spaces, of which approximately 950 spaces will be 

dedicated for MARC commuters. 

 

The TOD will be comprised of three buildings. The parking garage will be located on the 

southern portion of the site and will be six stories, with parking on the top deck. A smaller 

building will be adjacent to the parking garage and will be four stories with retail and 

approximately 90 residential units. The third building will be four stories and will include retail 

and approximately 210 residential units. 

 

A surface parking lot, reserved for residents, will be located on the northeast corner of the 

development. Due to the increase in the grade along MD 175, there will not be a relationship to 

the road or sidewalk. 

 

Mr. Foster emphasized the elevations in the presentation are preliminary. He shared photos they 

used as precedents and inspiration for the architectural and design of the development. Much of 

the design will speak to the railroad and its industrial nature. Buildings may exhibit the 

patterning and rhythm often seen with railroads, like the tracks, rail lines, and curvature. 

Industrial proportions; craftsmanship; and materials like metal, wood, and masonry may 

characterize the architecture. They will provide architectural elements where buildings meet the 

ground and at the retail level in order to aid retailers in being successful. Attractive and unique 

signage, storefront design, and doors, will allow retailers to express themselves. Bozzuto hopes 

to attract retailers that will enable restaurant seating and merchandising to integrate with the 

piazza, with the intent to help bleed the edges of uses. 

 

Mr. Foster explained how the development and location fit together with the vision of the 

Odenton Town Center Master Plan. Given Odenton’s history as a railroad town and the site’s 

proximity to the Historic District, the project team wanted to bring a sense of commerce and 

center to the project. The train station is the hub of the project and is a great asset to the 

community as the MARC train serves two major cities. The TOD project focuses on 

opportunities the train station creates, like connectivity. 
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Mr. Kayce and Mr. Foster discussed one goal of a TOD is to ease congestion along roads by 

providing different modes of transportation. Dense mixed-use development (residential, retail, 

office, and restaurants) encourages walking and bicycling. The TOD will tie into existing the 

greater Odenton bicycle and pedestrian networks and provide a robust internal circulation 

network as well. 

 

The project team described how they designed the site with a focus on pedestrians and how they 

will move through the site. A pedestrian network supports retailers and activates the public 

spaces for markets, concerts and other public activities. The pedestrian network will include 

pedestrian pathways within the development, sidewalks along Town Center Boulevard, a 

diagonal entrance from the MD 175 and Town Center Boulevard entrance, crosswalks within the 

piazza, an improved pathway from the north parking lot to the train station, and additional 

connections to the train station and platform. 

 

The TOD’s success will hinge on the success of the retailers. The northern building is set back 

from the road to provide surface parking to give visual access from the MD 175 and Town 

Center Boulevard intersection. 

 

The retail areas will be one and two stories and will be defined by a specific set of facades and 

architecture to distinguish the mix of uses in the building. The corners of the buildings will also 

feature unique architecture to provide an anchoring edge and a sense of place. The piazza will be 

on axis with Duckens Street. This helps create a focus and vista as visitors approach the TOD. 

 

Additional amenity spaces include the natural wetland area in the middle of the property. Two 

courtyards will be provided, both of which will be private. One is intended to have a pool for 

residents. 

 

The piazza will have parking, but can also be closed for use as a public space. When the piazza 

parking area is closed off, motorists can still access other parking areas within the development, 

allowing for multiple ways to move through the site. The piazza will be approximately 160’ wide 

and have 20’ curbless sidewalks. The wide sidewalks help facilitate outdoor seating and dining 

as well as merchandise displays. The piazza will have a more patterned material and bollards to 

block traffic during events. Mr. Foster said it was intentional to not have large trees in the 

parking median so there could be more pedestrian traffic when the piazza is closed to vehicles. 

 

The parking garage will have stairs or elevators at most corners so pedestrians can access the 

train station and piazza. The ground level pass through of the garage will be designed to have 

higher ceilings and lighting to encourage pedestrian activity. 
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In regards to allocation of parking, the garage will allocate the existing 802 MARC commuter 

spaces parking garage plus approximately an additional 143 spaces for commuters. The garage 

will also have dedicated parking spaces for residents. The project team is still working on how to 

best ensure users park in their respective spaces. The surface parking lot will have gates so only 

residents may access those parking spaces. 

 

Committee Questions/Comments: 

Mr. Keohane appreciated the addition of valet parking, but questioned the circulation patterns, 

primarily at the MD 175 and Town Center Boulevard corner. He asked how non-residents would 

turn around if all the parking spaces were full. Mr. Foster said visitors could still use the 

driveway behind the building and access the pass through by the piazza. Mr. Keohane also 

commented on the amount of traffic when the piazza is closed during events. Mr. Foster said 

events will likely be held during off-peak commuter times to avoid this conflict. 

 

Mr. Randol asked where the valet would park the cars. He believes there would be a conflict 

with commuters if the cars are parked at the garage. Mr. Kayce said the project team will need to 

vet this idea further. Mr. Randol commented how the University of Maryland Landscape 

Architecture students reflected the national security component into their public common park 

design and he wondered if there might be an opportunity for the project team to borrow some of 

their concepts for consistency. Mr. Kayce said the project team would consider those designs. 

 

Ms. McCree asked how the development would attract retailers, due to the fact the Village at 

Odenton Station across the street is having a difficult time leasing their space. Mr. Foster 

explained that having visible parking and buildings set back from the road increases visibility 

into the site. Ms. Louder added the TOD will also have prime visibility from MD 175, which the 

Village at Odenton Station does not have. This project could help draw people back to the 

Village development. Most people are not aware of the amount of the parking either. Mr. Foster 

explained the retail is the key to making the project successful, and they’ll achieve that by 

providing appealing architecture and pedestrian amenities. 

 

Mr. Korbalek asked how many units were in the southern building and what ratio the project 

team used for parking. Mr. Foster stated that Building A is 95 units and they figure 

approximately 1.5 parking spaces per residential unit. Mr. Korbalek has concerns that despite 

some efforts to separate commuter and resident parking, there will still be conflicts. Mr. Kayce 

said they have looked at one way and two way traffic in areas on the site and decide to allow 

some mingling to facilitate some cross pollination to help support the businesses. They will 

employ some traffic calming measures and design the roads to reduce conflict and potential 

dangerous situations. 
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Mr. Korbalek asked if they would be improving the Odenton MARC station as part of the 

project. Mr. Kayce said that because the train station is integral to a TOD, they would be making 

approximately $375,000 worth of improvements, mainly to the station, platforms, seating, and 

pump stations. He emphasized that signage will be critical and they will strive to create an 

authentic feeling. Their hope is that the site functions well enough that they won’t have to 

implement too much signage because it will be obvious where everything is located 

 

Mr. Korbalek noted the increase in commuter parking, but questioned whether it was enough 

given the growth occurring in the area. Mr. Foster explained the underlying intent of a TOD is to 

create a lifestyle where residents and users won’t need a vehicle because of the number of 

transportation modes available, like the train and the bicycle and pedestrian network. By taking 

cars off the road, the amount of parking is reduced. 

 

Mr. Keohane asked how the impact from the six-story parking garage adjacent to the single 

family homes along Odenton Road will be mitigated. Mr. Foster said they have not developed 

renderings of the parking garage, but they will make sure it is proportioned and softened to 

reduce any impact. 

 

Public Questions/Comments: 

Mr. Sinclair asked if there was a plan to improve the intersection at MD 175 and Town Center 

Boulevard. Michael Lenhart, the project team’s traffic consultant, said they have coordinated 

with the County and the State Highway Administration (SHA) on scoping and they have 

conducted several analyses of the intersection. The study concluded that the development would 

result in a failing Level of Service during the peak hours. The plan is to widen Town Center 

Boulevard to three lanes north of Duckens Street. There will a dedicated left turn lane, a left 

turn/straight lane, and a right turn lane. These improvements will mitigate over 100% of 

anticipated traffic impact. The traffic signal will probably be split, meaning north bound traffic 

will have the right of way and then south bound traffic will move. However; this is a design 

detail to be worked out with SHA. Mr. Schwier stated SHA has already conducted a traffic study 

and concluded a split traffic signal would not reduce congestion. Mr. Lenhart said that study was 

done looking at existing conditions, while the traffic study as part of the TOD includes the third 

turn lane. 

 

Mr. Korbalek noted the MD 175 bridge is a choke point for traffic and asked if that was part of 

the study. Mr. Lenhart said the bridge was not part of their study area. 

 

Mr. Sinclair asked if there would be acceleration and deceleration lanes on MD 175. Mr. Lenhart 

said that improvements to MD 175 were not part of the study. Mr. Lenhart stated they are 

required to mitigate the project’s impact or bring the level of service back to existing conditions. 

Their proposed improvements will satisfy both requirements. 
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Mr. Schwier suggested grading at the MD 175 and Town Center Boulevard intersection may 

need to occur to prevent might need to occur to shield vehicle headlights from shining into Town 

Center Commons’ residences. Mr. Foster thought landscaping and street trees might help to 

mitigate that issue. 

 

Ms. Reynolds asked if there would be short term parking, like 30 minute parking, available in the 

parking garage. Mr. Kayce said there should be sufficient parking in front of the retail. The 

parking garage will be free and there will not be reserved retail parking. The parking garage is 

reserved for residential and commuter parking. 

 

Mr. Schwier asked if the parking garage would be sound-proofed. Mr. Kayce said they have 

hired an acoustic consultant to study the noise and vibration impacts from the train, parking 

garage, and vehicular traffic along MD 175. The development and construction will mitigate any 

noise or vibration impacts. Mr. Kayce also mentioned they are also looking at the light pollution 

impact from the parking garage. Any impact will be mitigated by the type of lighting and other 

systems like motion sensors to reduce light pollution. 

 

A gentleman asked how the project fits into the urban concept. He explained that he sees plenty 

of parking and doesn’t understand how this is different from suburban shopping centers. Mr. 

Kayce said there are suburban elements, but the design emphasizes pedestrians by providing 

wide curbless sidewalks, and bollards which will be used to close streets to vehicles during 

public events like markets. 

 

He then asked if there was a plan to knit future developments projects together and how the 

pedestrian network would work to get groups of people across two very hard barriers - MD 175 

and the train tracks. Mr. Randol said the short answer is implementing the design standards and 

streetscape standards found in the Odenton Town Center Master Plan. Mr. Randol described how 

the Grid Streets project will design the streets to have sidewalks, pedestrian-friendly bump-outs, 

and crosswalks. Ms. Louder said the County has identified where the gaps are and are funding 

capital projects to fill the gaps, but developers will also be responsible for street improvements 

on their property when they chose to redevelop. 

A gentleman asked what the timeline was for the project. Mr. Kayce said they plan to break 

ground in 15 months, after they finalize the entitlement and financing process. 

 

Mr. Schwier asked if crosswalks would be installed at the MD 175 and Town Center Boulevard 

intersection. Mr. Kayce said there would be no additional crosswalks at the intersection, but they 

will maintain the existing ones along Town Center Boulevard. 
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Mr. Randol asked what the differences are between the plan they presented in January and the 

plan they presented tonight. Mr. Kayce explained the January meeting was an introduction to the 

project. This meeting is their formal community meeting since they plan to submit their sketch 

plan application shortly. They have developed the pedestrian network in more detail, changed the 

parking garage design, and made some changes to the piazza entrance and drop off. 

 

Ms. Miller asked when the traffic study would be submitted. Mr. Lenhart said the traffic study 

has already been presented. 

 

New business: 

Mr. Wildonger updated the Committee on an updated Development Project list and map, both of 

which are posted online at the County’s Odenton Town Center website. 

 

General public comment: 

Ms. Louder shared that students at the Arundel High School are working on an art project that 

will be displayed at Academy Yard. A series of three murals will be created illustrating the past, 

present, and future of Odenton. The first panel is complete and the second is designed. There is 

no timetable of when they will be installed. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:08pm. The next meeting is scheduled for April 25, 2017 at the 

Western District Police Station. 


